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~~~~Project

Consejo· Without Funds

-Btian Sanderoff

Damon Tobias ·

Ne\N Mexico

DAILY
Tuesday,

Octo~er

5; 1976

By D.M. Flynn
Project Consejo was not appropriated any money at last week's Senate
meeting, Brian Sanderoff, ASUNM Attorney General said yesterday.
S~nderoff, by request of ASUNM President Damon Tobias, is of the
opinion that Project Consejo failed to get any money, not wi thst;mding the
proposal for $1734 made by Sen. David Rupp.
Sen. Les Marshall said that, "because Consejo was defeated on the
budget, the Senate had no obligation to give Project Consejo any money.
We made the obligation to consider the Kiva Club and Project Consejo
before other groups." He said the attitude of Project Consejo "has been
childish to say the least.''
Sen. Celia Knight said that the "intimidation" tactics of Project
Consejo "were unnecessary, and they violated University policy.'' Knight
also said that "if they pull the same stunt again (harrassment) r will vote to
give them no money at all."
Both Mar~hall and Knight agreed that Conscjo was a viable
organization, but Knight said she would only favor the amount of$1734 to
be allocated to them.
Sanderoff said, "Given the
history of Pl·oject Consejo, since
they failed on the budget, it is clear
that they should not ask for more
than $1734, and the Senate should
give them that amount because
Consejo has been through
enough.''
Sanderoff's decision rested on
the technicalities that arose from
the VC}rious motions made at last
week's chaotic senate meeting.
After the Senate had approved
appropriation of $1734, other
business was considered including
the approval of funds for Black
Student Union and ATM Business
Club.
Sen, Lopez then moved· to have
responsibiiity to pay th~ bookstore
Project
Consejo's appropriation
as the amount is not automatically
bill
reconsidered.
The motion was
taken out of the aid.
passed after which Lopez added a
Th·e bookstore usually e~ds each friendly amendment to the biD
year with a $40 to SSO thousand changing the figure of $1734 to
credit balance. They do not charge $3900. This amendment failed and,
since a friendly amendment is
interest.
"automatically incorporated within
In general, financial aids and the the main motion," the entire bill
bookstore agree on one thin_g-the failed, Sanderoff said.
"Thus," said Sanderoff,
student should plan ahead. The
"Project
Consejo did not receive
earlier aid applications are received
any
appropriated
monies from the
(Nov. l is the d.;adline for spring)
ASUNM
senate
during
the Sept. 29
the easier the disbursement plan
meeting.''
should work.
·

Plan Shortens Wait for Financial Aid
Also, students scheduled to pick up . UNM
By Lynda Sparber
administrators
said,
The University's experiment to aid on the last day had to contend however, that these problems will
ease the lines of financial-aid with the longest lines because of end when students get used to the
recipients at the beginning of the other students who had missed their ·program and learn to b'udget
semester was apparently a success appointed dates.
around it.
Hopefully, a new computerized
in the eyes of UNM administrators.
Cy Jackson of the bookstore said
The new plan called for aid system similar to the one being used students expecting financial aid can
disbursement by social security by the registration center will be in establish charge accounts, but must
numbers. The special day for each operation in the Cashier's Office by apply early-at least five to 14 days
· number was "picked out of a hat," next fall. A computerized listing in -advance. Students should bring
said Charles Sheehan, director of would update student records and in their award letters to speed things
end the need for searching by hand. up.
student aids.
One of the groblems of the new
Jackson also said other"students
He said the administration will
either schedule future disbursement disbursement plan was the hardship can ap.ply for credit. If a student
dates at random or will simply felt by some 9f the students with does gain credit because of
later pick-up dates. Some students financial aid, it is his or her
rotate this year's order.
"This is the best registration we reported. having to live in hotels
ever had," Sheehan said. He said until they got their money because
having students complete most of they didn't have enough to pay a
their paperwork by mail saved them deposit and rent.
Other students had to go through
about a two-hour wait in line.
The Cashier's Office disbursed their first classes without books.
more . than 1.4 million dollars in
Basic Equal Opportunity Grants, a
million dollars in National Defense
By United Press International
Students Loans and about a third
Earl Lauer Butz, who speaks in
of a million doll.ars in Supplemental
the flat tones of the Indiana farEqual Opportunity Grants in the
first few weeks of school.·
mland where he was born and
raised, · resigned as secretary of
Bob Nordstrum of the Cashier's
Office said the lines ran from "no
agriculture Monday. He had been
reprimanded· twice by President
time to five minutes to an hour"
long. While he was generally
Ford for making derogatory
remarks about ethnic groups:
pleased, he did have some changes
in mind for next semester. .
Last Friday, Ford "severely
reprimanded'' the agriculture
One of his plans is to have more
secretary for making ''highly ofstudent help. He also said he wants
fensive" comments about Bl\lck
to see that freshmen students
receive their award letters earlier
voters-saying all "Coloreds"
wanted were three things: good sex,
and that the- last day to pick up aid
is left free. .
"loose shoes," and indoor toilet
facilities.
Evidently, freshmen this year
Photo by Gsil C. Rennie
Butz resigned following the furor
received award letters so late that it
Charles Sheehan
that arose over those remarks made
caused tuition payment problems.

Because .of Ethnic Slur

Butz Resigns from Office

U. Latin Center Curtails Services
By Gail Minturn

UNM's Latin American· Center has cut back on
many of its programs following tl)e termination of
$75,000 in federal funds last spring.
Marshall Nason, director of the Latin American
Center, said, "We won't be able to offer anywhere
near the serviceS We we.reoffering. Last year our budget (excluding funds for the An_dean Center) was about.
$95,000. Slightly more than three-quarters Of that was
federal funding-Health, Education, and Welfare
Department Title 6 funds. Now that money is gone."
Nason listed the following services that would be
cut back:
-Lectures, sY.mposia an~ film programs scheduled
asnm.desftue·rndw~dll bbeyd. ecthreea.sLedatoinr caAnm.c·eellricdatnh' Cseemntert last
e
· t
· ·
e
1s . es er.
~New classes and experimental courses sponsored
by the Latin American Center wfll be limited.
-An Outreach Program consisting of local,
regional, and state. worksHops on teaching Latin
American Studies in public schools will b,e cut back. or
.. ,.. ..,A.. ... .. .... ~ . . ·~ . :.....
cancelled.
-An acquisition fund tor Latin American

I
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on an airplane flight from the
Republican National Convention in
Kansas City in August.
In November, 1974, Ford also
personnally reprimanded Butz after
his remarks about Pope Paul VI's
views on birth control raised a furor
with Roman Catholic Church
spokesmen in the United States.
Butz, who led the U.S. delegation
to the world food conference in
Rome, told reporters he felt the
conference neglected to put enough
emphasis on birth control. Butz
joked to reporters: "An Italian lady
told me in Rome, 'he (the Pope) no
playa da game, he no -maka da
rules "
.•
B ·t
p d
u · 't .
u z was a ur ue mverst Y
agriculture professor when Dwight
Eisenhower first tapped him for
government service in 1954.
Eisenhower named him assis'tant
secretary of agriculture under Ezra
Taft Benson and a member ofthe
board of 'directors of the Comrna d'tty c re d'tt c orp.
After th ree
· · years ' Butz took h'ts
wife and two sons back to _Purdue
and became dean of the agnculture
school.
In 1968, he sought the
Republican ·nomination for
governor-and lost . t? the ~ext
governor, ~dgar D. Whitcomb, m a
three-way race.
~hen Agr~culture Secretary
Clifford Hardtn left to take on a
job in private business, President

Richard Nixon named Butz as his
successor.
Now 67, Butz has been a colorful
and controversial figure in the
Nixon and Ford administrations.
After Nixon nominated him,
Butz was called a disciple of Ezra
Benson, who had presided over
huge grain surpluses, low farm
prices and the start of the great
exodus from American farms.
Butz also advocated modernizing
the farm, but said he was not-and
is not-an enemy of the family
farm; he is against the "inefficient"
family farm.
Fawring reliance on the world
free market, Butz' policy has been
to balance high production against
just the right amount of foreign
sales.

He has been called the nation's
greatest agriculture secretary by
materials for Zimmerman library is em}'Hy. Also, the
Latin American Center had contrilmted funds toward_
some.
getting some of the backlogged books shelved. Nason
On the other hand, he has been
said that 30% to 400Jo of the unshelved books are on·
criticized for aiiegedly favoring big
· ~·•enca.
A•
. '
agribusinesses..Latm
-Faculty travel funds will be limited. •
-Funds for maps, slides and visiting professors
In March, an independent group
who can teach short courses or hold symposia will be
of scientists who operate the Center
limited.
for Science in the Public Interest
_The Latin American Center has been paying a
named Butz to its Terrible 10 list of
portion of faculty salaries for some professors. The
persons and institutions that favor
various departments these professors are in will now
unwise food policies.
have to begin paying all of their salaries.
Butz campaigned With vigor for
Last year state fun~s for the Latin American Cen~er
Nixon in the cornbelt. tellin~
(exClusive of the Andean Center) were $22 680. This
farmers: "Re-elect Nixon or lose
year, in ~rder to compensate for the Joss their funds
your Butz.''
have been increased to$35,300. p·
. .
r~.
Nason said that N.M. Sen. ete Domenic1 has
requested a response from HEW concerning the fact
that three of the ten members of the panel selecting
proposals to receive funds were from universities subPage 2 ·of today's LOBO is concerned with student check cashing arid
tnittirtg proposals, and all of those universities
l:)anking
in Albuquerque. Tuesday's wilf feature articles such as these on a
received funds for new projects. UNM was the only
consumer
page entitled Caveat Emptor. The LOBO staff is compilin~ data
univt;rsity submitting, a proposal for an established
and
information
for the students in hopes of helping the buyer beware.
center that did not receive funds from HEW.

Caveat Emptor
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Fevv Places Cash UNM Student Checks
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By Christine Hammond
There are few places for UNM
students to cash checks and those
offering the service are being
overwhelmed by the demand.
The Cashier's Office in Scholes
Hall will cash· checks .up to $10
without verification. For those
checks over $10 a phone call will be
made to the bank on which the
check was drawn.
After ·the first check is verified,
all succeeding checks will usually be
approved automatically. All checks

~

Arabesque Paper
Enterprise

0...

163 Vineyard N.W.
344-6401
Net at/en ~~1 fine urt fNJfW=r

=

needing verification are subject to a
service charge-50 cents for in-state
and $2.50 for out-of-state.
The Cashier's Office will also
cash all University payroll checks
under $100.
"We request that payroll checks
be cashed at a bank whenever
possible," said Robert Nordstrum,
accounting supervisor. "We need a
new solution. We have long lines to
deal with."
The business office in the New
Mexico Union Building will cash
student checks.
The monetary limit is subject to
discretion, but it will cash out-ofstate checks.
·
The SUB will not cash two-party
checks unless it is the signature of a
spouse or parent of the same name.
"We don't like to publicize that

z
(1)

:!;

?;::

we cash checks," said Michael
Roeder, assistant director of the
union. "We have been in and out of
the check cashing business. If we
get more people than we can
handle, it may result in termination
of the service."
The Lobo Campus Pharmacy on
Yale and Central has recently instituted student-check cashing
services. It already has a large
active rollex file of approved
students.
.
The process is for a student to
complete his application which then
must be approved by a credit check.
Once approved, the I)ame is then
placed in the file and checks may be
cashed anytime.
The amount of the check is
limited to $10· and only one check
may be cashed in one eight-hour
period.
Unless accompanied by' a purchase of $1 or more there is a fee of
15 cents.
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Emptor
All bounced checks are subject to
a service charge of $3 11nd the name
is placed in a delinquent file. When
the check is redeemed, the name is
then returned to the active file and
check-cashing privileges are
restored.
Foodway on Yale Boulevard and
Coal Avenue will also cash checks,
however, in-town accounts are
preferred.
"Rules are made to be bent,"

said Jean Davignon of tne central
office. "The manager has the
option to cash out-of-town checks
for people he knows."
Most banks in towri will not cash
checks unless the account is with
them. Any other checks, especially
out-of-state checks, can be cashed
if an account is opened. However,
most will be held for 10 days for
verification.
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Largest Potters Merchant
In The Southwest.

Al~q.

National
Bonk

Numbttr of B,.nchtts

Amarican
Bank. ol
Commerce

Bank
of Naw
MeKico

B

17

Citlleru
Bank of
Albuq.

3

13

No

Uncondlrltm•f
FrH Chttclclng

EJ Vallo
State
Bank

I.INM tiU

S1unm1s

d•nll, APA_ j

Son>a• C>lo

S011>01

lent.•n~al~e"

011ron•

Look for the services you most desire in a bank on the
left hand column and cross check the service with the
bank. Spend by saving!
Fidelity
National
Bank

Fm;t
Natiooal
Bank

'

17

No

'?S, '7G
H.S. and

Pla!a
dfl Sol
Nat'! BMk

Republic
!idnk

3

Semor
Citizen;

~~~~~~

College Grads,

Am Grande SoutltWI!U
Valley
National
Bank
Bank

~~~vconnee

Wenern
Sank

No

year

Chargtt for non·fr~~tt

Accounu
ttnlanctl/ ch1rge)

Mfr1lmum
lnlrt.l Dttpos/r

Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already. on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride y.tith us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE

~

......

ONE ROUND YOU CAN
TO
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE
Amarillo, Tx. $18.65 $35.45
3:45PM
23.24
Raton, N.M. 12.22
4:15PM
Denver, Colo. 28.75
54.65
4:15PM
14.14
.Gallup, N.M.
7.44
5:15PM
Rosweil, NM. 10.24
19.p0
4:15PM

YOU
ARRIVE
11:00PM
10:10PM
3:30AM
8:05PM
8.35PM

Ask your agent about additional departure~ and reiurn trips.

GREYHOUND AGENT

300 2nd St. SW
Albuquerque, N.M.

Ph.# 243-4435

GO leave
GREYHOUND
the drivina to us•

.~.and
......... , ... '"

, ....

••

..

$500.00

No

$300.00

$300.00

No

Albuquerque's Only

$500.00

$300.00

$300.00

$300,00

$1.00+
6¢/ck.
-.JQ.f/
$100bl!,

bal. $100,
$2.50; to
$300,$2~

10rJ/ck,
OR $1.00
-t6o;t/ck.

$1.00+
a VI ei<,
-30fi/
$100 bat.

bal. $100, SI.OD+
$3,00; to
6 f. I chec•
$200, $2.50;

$1.00+

6~/ck.

10V/c:k.
OR $1,00 -t
6q/ek.15 9' I $100
blllal'lct

$1.50

- '25<11
$100 bal.

10j':/check b~l. $100,
or to $l 00, $3.00; to
S3;tcS200, $200,$2;
S2;to $300, to $300,$1
$1

j ·)

$300.00

$100 bal.

SHIO.OO •

N'omt

$50.00

$50.00

$50.00

$50,00

$100.00

$50.00

Noo11

. None

None

None

$4.00

$5.00

$4.00

$5.00

$5.00

55.00

$5.00

$5.00

$5,00

$4.00

$5.00

$5.00

11.00+

13.00

12.00

$3.00

$2.00

$3.00

$1,00

$1.00

SJ.oo•

None

$5.00

$1.(l0+

50f /mo.

- 25'1/

to $300,
$1.50

i

II

I

)

'

'

J-:

$1,00+
G , I cheek

to $400,
$1.50

Disco

_UNM

and

Backgammon
Parlor

GO

j' I'

J '

Monthly Sanok;,

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.

$400.00

Varies

10% Discount On Any
Wheel Or Kiln With This Ad.

'•

and Others
F~Mch.cklng
with Min. B<ll•n~

Elliot's Nest

.t)'

Sen1or
Cotlzens,
teochurs,

government
employees

Senior Citizens,

A One Stop Center For All
Your Ceramic Needs.

_San Jose St.

'

2

..

Distributors For All Major:
Manufacturers.

Local Bank Services Differ
This chart, compliments of NMPIRG, delineates
the different services and charges for Albuquerque
banks that UNM students may use to their advantage.

CERAMIC SUPPLY, INC.

I

'i

at Elliot's Nest

LOB OS
lobo

"The Password is Class"
2294 Wvoming NE
(Menau7 & Wyoming)

Fine Merchan.dise backed
by Knowledge & service

- · New Mexico St. _

Coronado Center-Lower mall

men's

SO-/mo.

shop

CHECK$
200f'tt,.IJIMiiud
!bnk:/non-lt:Mk:

13.19 t

13.15/

$3.25 I

$3,201

$2.99

$2,90

$3.10

$3.00

$3.40 I
$3.20

FIWLin•Oieckr

'r'n

No

No

Ve5

No

53.25/
$3,10

Y1111

$3.35/
$3.15

Yes

$3.50 I

$3.21 I

$3.25

$2.99

No

Ye1

$3,19/
$2.99

Yes

$3,43 I
$3.20

No

$3.30 I

Arizona St. _Cincinnati

2120 Central S.E.
243-6954

S.J.09
No

A film strip on world hunger' is showing Tues., Oct.
~at 3:30p.m. iil Rm. 109, Sociology Bldg.

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

Wyoming

Boulet
Sweaters

_BYU

rights trial in Rio Arriba County Thurs., Oct. 7 at 2
p.m. in Rm. 102, Law School.

Casey Optical Co.

European
styled In

~

;

exciting
fall shades.

-

UNM WUdcrness Study Committee will meet

(next door to Casey Rexal Drug}
Lomn •t Washington 25fi.e321

There will be a SPURS meeting on Tues •• Oct. 5 al
6:30p.m. in Rm. 250A, SUB. Pleaseauend.

Tues.; O::t. 5 at 7:30p.m. i:l the rea~ing room on the
third floor of Ortega Hall.

~~~~~~~~~~~·

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

ON'f() ~

~,r:;" CJ~0~

II,
~ .·

f
'

I,
I
II

f

I

i

i.

~~"

·ftEE
COLE
SLAW
OR
POTATO
SALAD
F
WITH YOUR. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN ORDER
FOR A UMITED TIME

The

G.

Specially Priced!
Converse All Stars

$11.00
All Levi's

·~

! "lt

WII>IROCK & MONTGOMERY PlAZA

__ Arizona

__ UTEP

20o/o Off

.order.

4

HOURS: 11:00 AM to 10:00 PM Q.n:laytlw'Tivadlly·
11 :00 AM ,TO 11 :00 PM Friday and s.ua.y

_Baylor

WE'RE PROUD OF OUR MENU - YOU'LL FIND IT ALL DELICIOUS
NO. 1 - Regular
2 pieces & roll .......84
Dark ............... 94
............ ;99
No.2.., Large
3 pieces &·roll ..... 1.29
Dark .............. 1.39
White ..........•. 1.49

No. 3 - Family
10pieces &
4 rolls ............ 4.19

I"

~':

'

French Fries ..... 30 & .79
Potato Salad .... 25 & .89
Cole Slaw ... , ... 25 & .89
I,

No. 4 - Picnic
16 pieces & 6 rolls .. 6.59
Jalapeno ...........05

Coke, Dr. Pepper,
Root Beer ... 20 & .25

q~n~3Lf1 ~=~~-~-~~================================:3========================~~

·_.SMU

_Oklahoma

Contest Rules

I{

Many In Store
Specials

(Just mention this ad)

_Texas
OUR NEWEST AT 1830 LOMAS, N.E., WITH
DRIVE-IN WINDOW • 5931 CENTRAL, N.W. +f~6 CENTRAL, ~.:f¥·..~ MQN!90MERY & JOAN

ISCOUNT LIQUORS

The Largest
Selection Of
Pts. & 1/2 Pts.
At
Reduced Prices

302 Central Ave. SW
242-5055

j~

t;

0

IZmOstore

!I
\

QpARTERS
905YALESE

4 ounces free with two piece order. Full pintfree with 10 to 16 piece family

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

I

100%Acrylic

Morty Simon, attorney with the Community Law
Center in Santa Fe, will discuss the pending clvil

at reasonable cost

Now Open

Idaho

Each Tuesday the iially Lobo will publish the Lobo Football
Contest for members of the University community. To win, con·
testants must pick the winner of each college game listed in each
sponsor's ad. In the event of a.tie the entrant coming closest to
the score of the pro game listed at_ the bottom of. the page will
win. Contestants are limited to one entry per week. The completed
page comprises your entry form and it may be taken to: Universiiy
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Gold Street Circus Re~ords, 1820
Central SE; Golden Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; or t~1ey may be
dropped off at the Daily Lobo. Winners will be announced in the
following week's contest. First place prize will be a $25 gift certificate, second place prize a $15 gift certificate and the third place
prize will be a $5 gift certificate. Winners can pick up their gift
certificates for one week following the announcement. Decisions
of the judges are finai. Daily Lobo staff and affiliates are
le:

Weeks
Winners
1st Joseph G. Montano
2nd Del Jones
3rd Susan Crow

Tie Breaker
Pick the Score
~_Miami

Official Entry Form
Name
Address
City
Phone#-------------UNM J.D.#

'
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Mesa Chicana Meeting Set

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Grad Group Looks at Issues

0

"

0

.0
0
,.-1

By Bill Halsey

OPINION

A special executive meeting of
Mesa Chicana is planned for noon
today in SUB Room 250-C to
discuss preparation for the
"Priorities for Minorities" conference at Woodward Hall on Oct.
9. Mesa Chicana will send two
representatives to the conference,
said Jesus Rodriguez, president of

How We Confuse Elections

IIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllll

L'ETTERs

By G.F. Schueler
Asst. Prof. of Philosophy
WE AMERICANS don't know how to choose a
President. You don't believe me? Just look at the ones
we have elected the last few times around. And in a
display of political wisdom unmatched since the
British decided to up the tax on tea, we are going to
let all those people who showed such astute judgment
in the election of 1972 vote again this year.
My recommendation is that if you voted for Nixon
in 1972 then the best way you can do your duty to the
republic this year is to have a friend lock you in a
broom closet on November second. But since I don't
suppose that many potential closet Nixonites will
follow this advice, I thought it might be helpful to
point out a few of the more obvious ways in which we
Americans are wont to confuse ourselves every four
years.
THE.BIGGEST MISTAKE we make is that we watch the candidates very closely. We watch how they
smile, how they talk, how "forceful" ·they look when
uttering a statistic. We also watch how their wives
look, how their children look, how their relatives, friends a[ld advisors look.
The reason all this is a mistake is that it has nothing
at all to do with how a man will work out as President
lor even as dog catcher, for that matter). History
shows conclusively that it is only very rarely that a
President is able to meet a crisis or establish a
program by smiling or looking forceful. It is even more
rare for him to accomplish much by having his wife or
IIIIII~IJIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
children smile Or look forceful.

One Chicano Vieyvpoint
Editor:
Upon reading Friday's LOBO,
splattered with bits and pieces
of Chicano vs. ASUNM Senate,
I am somewhat disappointed at
the onesidedness you presimted.
I, for one, refusing to join any
type of Chicano organization for
fear of being stereotyped, am
still very disillusioned bY. this
onesidedness. I was not at the
meeting but I think I could have
successfully predicted the
results. (I still vaguely remember
what happenild at a similar
meeting last year.) This year, as
last year, was once again un-·
successful because of obstructions along the way.
Another one of the long list of
unsuccessful ASUNM budget
meetings.
After
reading
your
newspaper's editorial I was just
itching to read what type. of
feedback
the
MEChA
newspaper would offer. I failed
to find a MEChA newspaper. I
guess Chicanos can not afford
to have a daily newspaper. We
can only afford to fund a
newspaper that misrepresents
us. That paper being the LOBO
which most UNM students read
without fail daily.
Your editorial stated that
Project Consejo members
(which must be considered
Chicano students) were rude
and juvenile, yet I failed to see
the views of any of those
. Chicanos involved in the incident in your newspaper. To
give the Chicano ample time
you printed another article enentitled, MEChA Rally Condemns
University
Administration. If your editorial unbiasedly states what happened
at the meeting, then I ask
Project Consejo to justify their
actions at the meeting. Perhaps

Editorial

Board

represent a
majorily opinion of the Daily Lobo
, Staff,, All other colur;lins, Cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect. the views of lhe staff,
Unsigned
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editorials

publicly in the UNM LOBO.
As there are good and bad in
every crowd, I hate to see all
Chicanos stereotyped for the
actions of a few. I personally
know some of MEChA's members, and I must admit that they
are all very likeable people. I
hate
to
see
their
accomplishments
set
back
because of a few unruly members.
I am sure that there are many
Chicano students here at UNM
who would be interested in
JOining
a
good
Chicano
organization. But the Chicano
organizations here on campus
do not have the kind of
reputation that the majority of
Chicano students on campus is
looking for.
We need a good organization
that is going to bring about
results; not one that is going to
hurt us more than help us.
I suggest a reforming of goals
and methods of obtaining these
goals, and I look for the forming
of a new Chicano organization
on campus not limited to the
radical Chicano but also including the Real Chicano, the
one who thinks before he acts. I
expect and welcome any type
of feedback from those people
who think that I am misinformed.
Lawrence Trujillo

Greedy
Paws
Editor:
It's about time that all of the
organizations on this campus
realized that no one, including the
ASUNM, owes them one cent for
their operation.
If Project Consejo doe~n'.t want
to accept their allotted "shit" from
the Senate, they don't have to. Let
them make their own money, as do
many of the other groups on campus, and get their greedy paws out
of the till. Likewise for everybody
else.
Ronald E. Voorhees
Editor· in-Chic I
Susan Walton
Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

OUR SECOND BIGGEST mistake is that we
sometimes listen to what candidates say during their

campaign for office. We also occasionally listen to
what their aides, relatives, friends, wives and children
say. All ti;Jis is a mistake for a rather different reason.
Except for tautologies, it is impossible to tell whether
most assertions. are true or false just by listening to
them. "Snow is white," even if asserted by a forceful
speaker, sounds no mqre, or less, true than any other
sentence.
In order to assess it one must actually have some
knowledge of snow. So too for sentences more likely
to be uttered in political debate, except that on
questions of atomic power, arms control, deficit spending or welfare reform, truth and falsity are somewhat
less easy to ascertain, especially by those of us who
are forced to do our research aided by nothing more
than the evening news and last week's copy of
Newsweek.
·

Homecoming Committee: Meeting, Wed., Oct. 6 in

Rm. 230, SUB at 3 p.m. Public is welcome,
Interested in pure Karate? Come to the Karate Club
introduction in Rm~ 176, Johnson Gym eit"her Oct. 5

or6,
A lecture and film will be presented on Rolfing
Wed., Oct, 6 a.t 3:30 p,m, ira the Honors Center
Lounge,

Applications for the 1976 Homecoming Queen are
available in the ASUNM Office and the Alumni Of·
fice in the SUB", Deadline fO'f applications and letterS
of recommendation is 5 p.m., Mon., Oct, II, ·

NOW SINCE MOST candidates spend most of
their time smiling, talking arid trying to look forceful
(usually all at once), it seems obvious that the best
thing we citizens can do is just ignore the campaign
completely. How then do we decide which guy to
vote for? Easy. Almost all candidates, like ex-convicts,
have records. They have almost always served time in
some public office, frequently the very one they are
now running for. And what better indication could we
have about what a man will do once he gets into some
office than what he has done (if anything) in the offices he has already held?
·
So take my advice. Do your duty as a citizen. Ignore
the campaign. Switch the old TV set back to the ball
game. But when the game is over, do what AI Smith
(whoever he was) used to urge. Look at the record.

First, I must point out that
President Davis had nothing to
do with the decision to develop
the lake area between Scholes
Hall and Zimmerman Library.
This decision was made about
five years ago by the Regents
after receiving strong recommendations from both former
President Ferrel Heady and the
Campus Planning Committee
composed of representatives of
the faculty, student body, administration and Regents.

vironment-whether in Ohio.or
New Mexico-is a great asset
for any college or university.
One needs only to observe- the
way UNM students are now enjoying the rolling grass slopes
around the "duck pond" to
realize that classroom lectures
and outside reading are
strengthened by the .opportunity to relax peacefully
near water, trees, and green
grass.
I hope, therefore, that as we

DOONESBURY
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IF TJf05e PICTURIJS SH075 OF
APPiiM BliRJR£ wu~ um.e

71113 f3t.ECTIOI{, I., PAL MEliN

As a long-time member of
this Campus Planning Committee, I fully support the
Regents' action to beautify not
only this particular area but also
the central mall and other parts
of the campus which have been
improved in recent years. Even
now much campus development remains to be done.

'Arts & Media
Ken Walston

come!
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A slimmer, European
cut. With Levi's® quality.
In lots of fabrics and
colors. The Gap's got a
ton of 'em. Fall in today.
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CORONADO CENTER

It Sounds

Incredible
BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN ·READ
THE EXORCIST IN 58 MINUTES
At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
·
W"lth More Impact Than The M011ie.

and for the U.S. Informallon Agency

information I cultural officers
Work-and serve-in Washington and
overseas. You must be an American

will be given this year on December
4. Entering pay levels
$11,046 and $15,479.

are between
Applications

for the December examination must

be submitted by October 24. For
additional information and applica-
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New Mexico

You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done
it. People who have different jobs, differe)lt lOs, different interests, different educations have completed the course. Our
graduates are people from all walks of life. These people _have
taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a promment
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading
speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have in·
creased it even more.
Think for a moment what that menas. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours.
They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes.
They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no
machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they. read. And mark this well: they actually
understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than
when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more.
They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same

Room 250-C

Vol. 81

- ihc New Mexico Doily Lobo ls published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
the University year and weekly during the sum~
mer session by the Board of Studcilt Publications
of the. University of New Mexico, and J~ not
linancially associated with UNM. Second cl~ss
postage paid at. Albuquerque, New Mc)uco
87131. Subscription mte is $10.00 for the
academic year,
. ,
The opinions expressed on the cd1tonal pages
of The Dally Lobo arc those or the author solely.
Unsigned opinitm is that o(tlu; editorial board pf
Tire Daily Lobo. Nolhing prmtcd IIi The Datly
Lobo ncccs:sarlly represents the views of the
Univcrsity o(Ncw Mexico.
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thing-the place to learn about it is at a free speed reading
lesson.
.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint.
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon. completed
this course in June 1970. The same one Senators and
Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Min-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you
will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One
thing that might bother you about your reading speed is that
One thing that might bother you about your reading speed is
that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors
The instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free
Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true
we practice the first step to improved reading at a MiniLesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot,
but the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free.
Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times
faster, with comparable comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS------.
You'll increase your reading speed
50-to 100% on the spot!

New Mexico
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citizen and 21 years old in order to
take the written examination which
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The student section of NMHEA will hold its Fall
Workshop Fri., Oct. 8 and Sat., Oct. 9. Notices are
posted in the Home Ec Bldg. explaining in detail.

continue to improve UNM's
educational programs we also
expand the beautification of the
campus-not because that's
the way they do it in Ohio, nor
because
we
would
be
"positively. embarrassed to admit the existence of weeds and
sand" (in Mr. Walston's words)
but because we ourselves seek
and enjoy a thing of beauty,
which, as John Keats said, "is a
joy forever."
Chester C. Travelstead·
Provost

Copy Editor
'"· •.Karen Moses

e!.
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Student Council for Exceptional Children will meet
Wed., Oct, 6 at 7 p.m. in Rm. 231, SUB. Please

11'44-A

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

0

A film "The Great Conservation Principles" will
be presented by Richard P. Feynnran from the Calif.
Institute of Technology on Wed., Oct. 6 at 7:30p.m.
in Rm. 103, Physics Lab and Lecture Bldg. Open to
the publh:::.

Room 7000·
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Sports Editor
Tirn Gallagher

~·

0

SO LAS to meet Thurs., Oc~. 7 at 4 p.m.ln the third
floor lounge of Ortega Hall. A guest speaker will
discuss Allende's regime and aftermath. Coffee and
discussion afterwards, All are welcome.'

Board of Examiners

News Editor
Joseph Donnelly

"'~
3':
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UNM Democrats will meet Tues., Oct. 5 at 7:30
p,m.ln Rm. 231 A, SUB. All arc welcome.

But at the same time I must
insist that education at any level
of study is greatly enhanced by
beautiful sur;oundings. An
aesthetically . pleasing
enManaging Editor
Teresa Coin

"'
z

VI

The Young Socialist Alliance will'havc a literature
table In front of the SUB until Wed., Oct. 6,

/'

I agree with Mr. Walston that
spending money on physical improvement of the . campus
should be carefully weighed in
advance against other needs of
the University, and that
development of a new area
should be undertaken only
when it is assured that its
proper maintenance will follow.

Mesa Chicana.
meetings subjects such as disserThe main purpose of Mesa tation topics and issues are
Chicana is to act as a com- discussed, Rodriguez said.
munications network among
"Mesa Chicana has been inChicano graduate students and terested with Chicano concerns but
' graduate students as a whole, he at the same time we want to
said.
represent graduate students as a
Mesa C.hicana is a grad ua.te whole,' Rodriguez said. "We invite
student organization chartered and graduate students to join."
recognized by the UNM Graduate
The "Priorities for Minorities"
Student Association (GSA). · conference has been planned by a
Rodriguez said membership in- presidential-level Minority Concludes and is open to doctoral and cerns Planning Committee congraduate students at UNM. The sisting mainly of UNM adgeneral membership meets once a ministrators, students, faculty
month to discuss issues whieh affect members, legislators and concerned
graduate students:
citizens. The conference has been
· Mesa Chicana was organized ·designed to consider revision of
during the 1974-75 school year by a UNM's affirmative action policy,
group of Chicano graudate students and student admission standards,
at UNM. Membership in Mesa scheduled to take effect in 1977.
Chicana was 430 in 1975,
Members of the executive
·Rodriguez said.
committee are Sall'y Garcia, vice
Other functions of Mesa Chicana president; lsmael Valenzuela,
are to discuss problems and issues treasurer; and executives Robert
concerning the academic com- Salmon, Octaviano Garcia,
munity and the community at large, Antonio Esquibel, Rosa Fernandez
he said. During Mesa Chicana and Julian Baca.

"'

ASUNM Steering Committee meeting Tues., Oct. 5
at 5 p:m. in Rrn. 231 A, SUD. Important discussion
of Resolution #3. Public invited.

Development: 'Enjoy a Thing of Beauty'
Editor:
I am writing in response to
Mr. Ken Walston's "opinion"
statement
about
campus
development which appeared in
the September 28'issue of the
LOBO.

New from Levis!
"Movin' On'' Jeans.
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Student Union Building
University of New Mexico
Telephone 266-7322 •
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Tries Simon

l

Review by Carlotta A. Garcia
The University of Albuquerque's production of The Good Doctor was
an unbalanced but charming show. The play was made up of nine short
stories by Anton Chekhov and put into play form by Neil Simon.
Highlights of the show were the scene "Surgery" which was reminiscent
of a Marx Brother's film; Paul C. Michael's performance as the husband
in "The Seduction," and Penny Powell's portrayal of the woman in "A
Defenseless Creature.''
The scene design was highly complemented by the light choreography.
The play itself is bittersweet comedy. Neil Simon succeeded in
illustrating Anton Chekhov's humor, which is not as evident in his other
works, such as The Three Sisters.
Many times throughout the play, scenes would begin with lots of excitement and energy and then the development of the scene would fade;
thus the final ''punch line" seemed premature and unsatisfying. However,
the phiy gave people a chance to laugh at the human realities of life. This
made an evening with The Good Doctor most enjoyable.

~ ;=========;;~~==========~================~.
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egetarian
Restaurant and Store
3118 Central SE (2'12 Blocks East of Girard)
Mon. thru Sun. 11:30-9:00 255-7640
Thank you for not smoking
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"Goes to Hell" I Alice Cooper/ WB
BS-2896
Review by George Gesner
Just when I thought I was burned
out on Alice Cooper he comes up
with a hell of an album. The
concept disc is called Alice Cooper
Goes to Hell.
It seems Mr. Cooper has an
aversion to dancing. Hell is symbolized as a tliscoteque and the
devil as a disc jockey. The album
starts with the sentencing of Alice
to the punishment of eternal
dancing for his criminal acts on
stage.
"Go To Hell" is equipped with
the heavy guitars of Dick Wagner,
John Tropea, Babbitt, and Steve
Hunter. The piece is a summary of
some of Cooper's criminal acts.
"Poison a blind man's dog and
steal his cane/Gift-wrap a leper and
mail him to your Aunt Jane/Forcefeed a diabetic a candy cane. "
In "You Gotta Dance" Cooper
puts a little dash of disco in his rock
'n roll soup. "I'm the Coolest" is a

Okie's~~={~<~
"lnoxpenslvo Libations An<'
Efficacious Entertainment..

Jump into a
fabulous'blue or
colored denim
jumpsuit!
At our prices,
you'll jump for joy!

Reviews
slinky upbeat rock number with
Frank
Zappa-style
vocals.
Instrumentals ar.e low key, but set
off a nice feeling.
The single release from the album
is "I Never Cry." This mellow
piece surpasses Cooper's "Only
Women Bleed." It shows signs of
musical progress and of a refined
rock star.
"Give The Kid A Break" is a
dramatic dialogue with humorous
lyrics, chorus, and boogy-woogy
beat. "Guilty" brings us back to
some high-dosage rock. It's the
rock that made Cooper famous.
"Wake Me Gently" features
Wagner on classical and lead
guitar. The piece is a soft, gentle
dream song. "Wish You Were
Here" is a hot rock number that
has Cooper pouring out the sweat
like a river (Styx?) on his highenergy vocals.

Behind

"l'In Always Chasing Rainbows" may sound familiar to you if
you were a gramophone freak in
1918. Cooper cranks out this
number in positively good fashion.
<To be a little technical the piece
actually comes out of the romantic
era of musical history.

Brian Ferry/Let's Stick TogetherI Atlantic SD 18187
Review by Ken Walston
Brian's back with another odd assortment of old
rock classics done in his peculiar Nazi-macho excess,
blended with several tunes from previous Roxy Music
albums, the band Brian formed and has led for five
years.
Roxy has never attained the dizzy heights of
popularity in this country that he achieved in England
and Europe. As a result, his works as a solo artist have
gone virtually unnoticed, except for an oc~asional
review in Rolling Stone. This is a shame, because
Ferry is one of the most original singer-stylists and
arrangers to come along in quite a while.
This, his third solo album, opens with "Let's Stick
Together," with Ferry spitting out the vocals in the
manner of a Gestapo sergeant telling a recently
arrested suspect who is being led through a crowded
train station: "Let's stick together!" This is not a
paean to true love, das ist ein Ordnung! Paul Thompson, Roxy's drummer and one of English rock's
staunchest rhythm sections, punches the song out like
jackboots on cobblestones.
The next song, "Casanova," appeared on an early
Roxy release. With typical disdain for his lover, he
states:
Now you'reflirting with heroinOr is it cocaine?

If he can't tell the difference, his attention must be

waning.
Next comes a Ferry original, "Sea Breezes,"
opening with Ferry's typical electric-piano chords,
based on pagan-sounding fifths which give these tunes
an open but slightly sinister sound.
Jimmy Reed's "Shame, Shame, Shame" features
Ferry's stylized voice triple-tracked.
"2 HB" is another original, a nice rocker with a
sad-sweet melodic line. Sounds more like Roxy than
anything else on the album.
Side Two kicks off with an Everly Brothers classic,
''The Price of Love,'' with double-tracked vocals handling the famous Everly harmony. The band,
especially the drummer, drives along under cutting
horns. Ferry has an understanding of Fifties rock that
shows in his tight arrangements, back-up vocals and
spirited singing. His roots are showing on this cut.
A Beatles tune, "It's Only Love," fits in nicely with
Ferry's favorite theme: unemotional, unexciting love
as a sort of pastime. Sometimes it hurts, but it is never
worth losing sleep over. Nice guitar work by Chris
Spedding on this one.
"You Go to My Head" 'is a Dizzy Gillespie standard, the kind of cabaret song Ferry handles with
punk-rock vigor.
"Re-make/Re-model" is another original. The
(Continued on page 8}
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But Mandt said he didn't think
CSU was overrated. "Maybe they
weren't as alert as they could have
been, but 1 looked at the films and
there were a lot of times in that
game when we tried to move the
ball and just couldn't."
Mandt was extremely pleased
with his defense. He said, "I think
our pass rush was excellent and that
caused some of the interceptions."
Mandt' s11id the Lobos gave "a
good mental effort. We had a
number of fumbles (four), but I
think that was partly because
playing on that field was like
playing on ice.
Mandt cited tight end Chris
Combs, guard Earl Pettet,
defensive ends Robin' Cole and
Bruce Herron and linebacker Dave
Thompson for playing outstanding
games. He also said the defensive
secondary played well. UNM has
nominated Max Hudspeth and Noel
Mazzone for WAC defensive and

Wolfe~ .~

Author of "The Electric Kooi-Aid h.cid Test," "The Pump House Gang,"
and the'"Radical Chic." Tom Wolfe is one of the foremost authors of
the American pop culture well known for his penetrating observations
on the contemporary scene.
Tickets at SUB box office, the General Store, Natural Sound II on Menaul
$2.50 General Public, UNM Students $1.00 .
Tickets at the door the night of the show
"
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offensive players of the week,
respectively.
The Lobos play the San Jose
State Spartans this Saturday at 7;30
p.m. in University Stadium. Mondt
called the Spartans "probably the
best passing team we'll face all
year. They have good big people
and excellent skills people."
Despite San Jose State being a
non-c'onfercnce foe, Mandt said he
thought the Lobos would have "no
trouble getting up for them. All our
players remember them beating us
(29-20) last year."
The Lobos used several secondstring players in the Colorado State
game, and Mandt was pleased with
their performance. "Clarence
Jones played extremely well as
quarterback. We have a lot more
confidence in Clarence now."
He also said the Lobos would
probably use Kevin Thompson at
running back more often since he
played well Saturday. "Kevin
knows the offense real well. He's
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Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

It will not be a surprise if this

ASUNM Speakers Committee

BankAmericard

ASU has lost to UCLA, California team up. They're still the team to
and last Saturday was upset by beat."
The Lobos capitalized on eight
WAC opponent Wyoming, 13-10.
"They've outplayed California Colorado State turnovers last
and Wyoming," said Mandt at his Saturday in taking a 33-20 win over
weekly press luncheon Monday, "I the Rams in Ft. Collins. CSU came
still think they're the best team in into the game with the WAC's
the league. <I'm sure they'll do number one defense and left with
somethi
out there to shake that that ranking somewhat tarnished.

I

October 5, 1976 Woodward Hall
Pioneer Wear

By Tim Gallagher
Three games -into the season
UNM football coach Bill Mandt
thinks Arizona State, with an 0-3
record, is still the team to beat in
theW AC race.
ASU, which finished second in
the nation last year with an Jl-0
record, is off to a miserable start.

i'

album turns gold considering that
Cooper has piled up seven gold
albums, four platinum albums and
one killer album.
A lot of tiine was put into this
album unlike some of Cooper's
others plus there is an abundance of
fine musicians on the album that
include one of the world's ·finest
drummers-Jim Gordon-and
other fine session musicians. The
album is proof once again that old
black eyes is back. Give this album
a helacious B.
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Rock'n'Roll

Tonight!

Ladies' sizes 5-13
Men's sizes 36-46
Only $24.95<~

Mandt: 0-3 ASU Is Still the Team to Beat

LOBO

Nazi-macho Solo
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Alice Asks the Question:
'Think It's Hot Here?~

at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to CBsoy Roxof Drug)
Lomas ot Washington 255-6329

Quarterback Noel Mazzone (No. 9), shown here in the Lobos' opening win over UTEP,
has< been nominated as UNM's WAC offensive-player-of-the-week. Mazzone scored two
touchdowns in the Lobo 33-20 win over CSU.

SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT!

PEACE CORPS AND
VISTA ARE
COMING

Wyotnlng Upsets ASU;
Pats Roll Over Oakland
By David Belling
Arizona State lost .its third
straight game of the season when
Wyoming halfback Bob Davis hit
John Arnold with a 64-yard touchdown'" pass" with less <than· three
minutes left in the game to give
Wyoming a 13-10 upset victory over
the Sun Devils.
The game was the first conference game for each team.
Defending Western Athletic
Conference champion ASU's
record dropped to 0-3 for the
season as Wyoming improved its
record to 3-1.
Throwing two touchown passes
and running for another touchdown, quarterback Dan Hagemann

led Utah to a 38-14 victory over
Texas-El Paso at Salt Lake City,
In non-conference action this
weekend Brigham Young travelled
to San Diego and barely came away
with a 8-0 win over San Diego
State. Three touchdown passes by
freshman 'quarterback Jim Krohn
helped Arizona jump out to a 27
point lead as the Wildcats defeated
Northwestern 27-15.
In the NFL, New England upset
Oakland 48-17 behind quarterback

Fuzzballers· Finish 3-2

USE
YOUR
DEGREE
INA
DIFFERENT
WAY.

Steve Grogan.
The Los Angeles Rams scored 17
fourth quarter points, 1he last three
on a 19-yard Tom Dempsey field
goal with less than two minutes left
in the game, to defeat Miami 31-28.
Ram quarterback James Harris
completed 17 of 29 passes for 436
yards in the game.
San Diego lost its first game of
the season to Denver 26-0. O.J.
ON CAMPUS
Simpson had his first big game of
Oct. 27, 28, 29
the season as Buffalo rolled over
INTERVIEWING
Kansas City fora 50-17 victory.
Placement Office
In the midwest, Cincinnati
Mesa Vista Hall
soundly beat Cleveland 45-24,
INFORMATION TABLE;
& Law School
Chicago beat Washington 33-7, St.
Louis downed the New York Giants
Placement
Student Union
27-21 and Houston edged past New
Orleans 31-26.
In other NFL action, Green Bay.--------·---~
won its first game of the season by
downing
Detroit
24-14,
Philadelphia got by Atlanta by a
•
point, 14-13, and San Francisco
beat the New York Jets 17-6.

I
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The UNM women's tennis team and Sherwood were also 3-2.
The UNM team finished with a
won three matches and lost two at
the Greeley, Colo. Intermountain 24-16 record.
Conference matches over <the
weekend.
The Lobos finished behind
winner BYU (5-0) and runner-up
Arizona State (4-1).
Tl)e women wQn their initial
match with host University of
Northern Colorado 7-2. They then
dropped a close match to Colorado ®
Lakes, that is.
®
5-4, beat Utah 7-2, swamped
Colorado State S-1 and then
succumbed to BYU 7-2.
Therese Sullivan led the women
with a 4-1 singles record, her only
loss was to BYU. Leslie Holmquist,
Mindy Sherwood, Linda Kopriva
and Monica MacVicar were all 3-2
Thefirstdiveoftheseasonofthe
in singles play, while Helt;n Harbert
was 2-3.
In doubles, Sullivan and
Holmquist were 4-1, Harbert and
62 oz. Pitcher
MacVicar were 3-2, and Kopriva ~®:• will be on Saturday, October 23, at Lea Lakes, one of the bottom- ~~.
~ less lakes at Bottomless Lakes State Park, just east of Roswell. ®
18·oz. Schooner
®~:: Finalization of plans for equipmeM; transp.sr{ation, camping, m1d ®~:.~-~< .. ··< '"-·<· '<""17 0< 2..
anything else we can think of, will be made at the next meeting,
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1
SCUBA
~~ HAPPY Starting
DIVERS
,
HOUR At5:00p.m. I
i 1 • All cocktat'ls
891
Scuba Association II • Coors Beer . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
I
$1.591
2 . Mug . . . .

Wet
Wednesdays
At Rosa's
All Drinks

50¢
Live Band
867-9983

~

~
~

I

which will be on:

~~xfii~~s::~~::;~:~:~;~ION

~

...• 49

. .391

1
~~ AbsolutelyTheBestPriceslnTownl
~
I
A. C onttnenta
•
I 8 eer Gard en I
J
Pina Coladas, Mai T.ais, Tequills Sunrises . . . .

89

Featuring the GYRO-A Unique Greek Sandwich
•
<
~
~<~
Out For A N1ght On The Town? Use Us As
®
.
. .
• .
· .
~
Your Watering Hole
~ All persons interested m sc.uba ~hvmg are !nvited to attend t.h1s meet- ~
~ ing, ·.as topics of. associat.mn. n~corpt?ration, off!cer reqmrem~n~s •• ~I
®

8:00 o'clock P.M. in
Room 150, Johnson Gym
-u.s. Navy Diving Film-

®

® and constitution of the associatmn will also be discussed. lnqumes ~
. 'i-"1orrbrf11el'!Y1!0rmatiort may be made by calling 2'77-3t2o
~

.

39Coronado Center Lower Level

~®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®~®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®(§) ~ 1111
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 15 cents per word per duy, one dollur
minimum. Advertisements run rive or more consceullve day~ with "'' changes, nine cents per
word per duy (no refunds If cancelled before five
lnscrllons). Clas.~lflcd udvertlscrncnl' must he
paid In udvance.
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Murron llulll{onm 131 or by mull to: Classified
Advertising, lJNM !lox 20, AlbU<JUerrJue, N.M.
R7131
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PERSONALS

HAPPY DIRTHDAY, PAUL, 24 going on 40, Love.

~ ~;i:;~:;c~~;;t::~s:\R~iiER~s-,-1t~u;~-orl~;k;
E:

Z
~

00
Q)

~ll
p..

Factory. 11 l Cornell SE.

1018 ·--~~~·

$4s.OO-Il,ru(f.·r CE~r(f.icATES given

away this
week to the Lobo football contest winners. Check
page 10 for winning names & to enter this week's
contest. 1015
l'Rmi"Kr6ENS ·awi~EKS old.
afte~
5:30. lOIII

895:2006

MARJA,I'M real!~/ in love. l fell In lov~ withlh.;
cheese and chili Grinder Pockets at the Grinder Factory on Ill Cornell SE. Yes, !love you too. Signed,
Giuseppe. l 015
MARGUERJ.:;.T:..:E_;...._K_E_E_P_up-t-ch-eg-o-o~d-w-or"'k':-1---:10:-:/S~
TRA YELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal, 4200 Central
Avenue SE, 10114
COME ON OUT for an arternocm beer-Rosa's
~~ntl~n,~!" Ut<:_~~·9983. Algodones. 1015
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder
Factory Ill ~ornell SE. 1016
CONFUSED? MAYBE WE can help you sort out
your thoughts. Call AGORA 277·3013. 1018
COLD? STREETLITES CLOTHING Exchange buys
sells and trades fine used clothing. Tuesday thru Saturday lO to 5:30 3004 D. Central. 266·5275. 1018

2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: TURQUOISE RING 9130176. First Ooor
S.U.B. Reward! Call 247'2946. 10/11
FOUND: GERALDINE ANN King Hale's Athletic
card. Claim Marron Hall Room 131. tfn

3.

JJARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 San Pedro
SE, 265.0335. Color TV'$, tape decks, stereo, ampJi.
tiers, ~uto .radios. Instal) burglar alarms. l0°fo dl<·
count for student wlth ID. Quick service. Used TV's
for sale. I 0/21
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM Selectric, Guaran·
teed accuracy. Reasonable rates. 298·7147. 1018

SERVICES

GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Factory. Ill Cornell SE. 1018
MASSAGE 9-6 298-4718 Juan.

10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA DOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is Y, block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. trn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators or New Mexico, Inc. 842·
S200. tfn
YUCCA COOLER SERVICE summer & winter
maintenance. Cooler covers available. lOOJo discount
to senior citizens phone 34S.0678. J0/6
NEED HELP WITH papers? Typing, editing, revl·
slon, research, &consultation. 281-3001, 10/13

BICYCLES; WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy, Some on sale. R.C, Hallett's.
843-9378. tfn

. . ;.:;. .:. .;. :. .:. :._;.: : :___

~--~~~=~~-

101a

• GRINDER POCKEtS ARE ~ere at the Grinder Fac-

I?Ocm HEAD YAHOO SKIS look-GT bindings
used twice $160 firm: mens large Phantom boots size
I0$8S; ski rack $20268-4813. 1018

FORSALE

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selection, good people, L P Ooodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humnhrey's). tfn
MADIHRA ACOUSTIC GUITAR with hard shell
case. Oeautiflil condition. $215 or best offer. 2556569 evenings. 10/8
~----------------------.FENDER STRATOCASTER, SUNBURST excellent
condition $300. Honda Congas, Black. Excellent con~itio~$?00. ~h_ole d.:•' $4~o •.z~z~~~~!_OI& · 1965 FORD PICKUP 6 eyl. $200.00268-?351. Bryari:
lOIS
WURLITZER ELECTRONIC PIANO Model 200.
Custom made mahogany cabinet. Recently tuned &
balanced. Immaculate condition. 293-?0j!, 881·
7629. lOIS
SCHWINN IO·SPEED, LIKE new $75, Tris~, 842·
8412. 1015
1971 RENAULT-10. Like new. White with burgundy
interior. 4-whccl disc brakes. Steel radials. 36/26mpg.
SS,OOO miles, $1,095. Jean Shannon, 2n-430S. lOIS
CONN TROMBONE WITH F·allachment $125.00.
Ca,ll277-4379. lOIS _____________
TWO EXCELLENT CLASSICAL guitars: Old
(1965) Ramirez-$1,200,00 Hernandis Grand Concert
$695.00247-2ll7. lOIS
ALASKAN MALEMUTE PUPPY-four monthsfemale-price negotiable 883-9461, lOIS
1972 MO MIDGET 32,000 miles, new transmission,
& painted recently. It needs a little work. 293-2261.
1016
20PORTABLET-V's, $30to $60.441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987. 10/18
FISHER STEREO TAPE cassette player & recorder.
Dolby three-head auto stop: SISO.QO. Ask for Dan
or Steve, 881-2$37. 10/6
1975 PANTERADE TOMASO original except for
custom paint $13,500. Interested buyers only! 266·
7506'after 6:00p.m. 1016
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 26S.033S, Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 1011/o dis·
count for students with ID. Quick service. Used TV's
.
for sale. 10/20
--~----

SLEEPING DAG R.E.I. McKinley 3 lbs. of down.
$60.00. 243-4171. 10/6

FOSSILIZED IVORY JEWELRY. 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265-2338. 10/6
BEACON tO-SPEED $80.00.247-9410.

10/6

PEOPLE! FOXY REFLECTIONS a uni·sex hair
studio has S hair stylists to assist you. Across from
Presbyterian hospital 1123 Central NE. It costs no
more for experienced stylists. 842-8300. 10/13
KODAK INSTAMATIC 60. Midland C.B, Retail
$139.00, $65.00each. 277-2470. 10/5
1970 GTO HIGH PERFORMANCE 4·specd headers. Good Condition. 842..0764 Mtcr 6:00p.m. 1017

1..:._• ..:..__::T:.:R:.::A:..::....:..V.::::.E=L=-------

-

FossJLIZED IVORY JEWELRY, 208 Dartmouth
NE. 265·2338. 10112
73 HONDA CIVIC... ONLY three years old. $800.00
or best offer-836-4131 for appointment. 10/8

t_orylll_~rnell_~· _!016~.-~-~----

JOBS ON SHIPS! American, foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. World wide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. H-6 Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
;:98~3::::62::·__:10:;::1_:2:.2_ _ _ _-:--:-----:--:---:YOUNG JUDEA IS looking for Interested and quaiiFied leaders. Call277·S56l or243-7374. 1018

RALEIGH SPRITE EXCELLENT condition $75,00
842·1382after five. 10/8
CASUAL CHAIRS $50 each; bar $!()0; twin bed
$35; golf clubs $50; tables $40 each. Phone 268-5273.

TUTORING IN FRENCH by French person. Call
843-6818. 10/S

4.

(.)

'f.<:

TUTOR WANTED FOR Transact, Analysis emphn·
sis on Nursing, Need to hove taken course. Fee com·
mensurate with degree. Phone 277-3597 Monday,
Tuesday, & Wednesday after 8;00 p.m. 1017

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Rideline, 265·9860 or
303-449-6670, lOIS

UNITED Feature Syndicate

SALE: PLANTS, CLOTHING & misc. items. Scott
Copying Machine needs repair, 268-4936 after 2:00
p.m. 10111
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Factory, I I I Cornell SE. 10/8
1016

LEAVING TOWN. '?4, 14,000 miles, 4-door Deluxe
model, $50 down. Excellent condition. $8:ilmo,Call
between8&5, 345-4411,Arellano. lOIII
GERMAN
SHEPHERD-PROFESSIONALLY
trained guard dog-spayed. 266·2000 evenings.
10/11
SCHWINN VARSITY. EXCELLENT new condi·
lion, durable chain, bookr~ck, bottle $130. Negotla·
ble after 5:00p.m., 299-1120. lOIII
'68 441 BSA runs very good. Looks very good. New
transmission and clutch $475.00. 266-9482. 1016
HAIRSTYLES START at $10.00, Foxy ReOecdon-

a uni-sex hair studio. 1123 Central NE across from
10/5

NIKKOR AUTO LENS F1.4 200mm $225. FJ.2.8
135mm $325. New condition. 266-8940. 10/8
KENWOOD SPEAKERS WITH fifteen Inch woofer.
Fendertwin reverb. 266-5142. 1015

5.

FORRENT

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE, non-smoker,
to share 3-bedroom/2-bathroom, NE home. Approximately $901mo., 299·8294. ·10/11
FPR RENT ... FURNISHED room, nonsmoker,
private bath, light kitchen privileges, $3/day. 897·
0131. 1016
WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share comfortable three bedroom house. 294-7531. 1015
CLEAN ONE BEDROOM, utilities furnished,
$180.()0 one or two. Outside pets. Ready Deposit.
877-1745. 1018

6.

GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
tory. 111 Cornell SE. 10/8
__
"' _ __
. HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Mr. Cox, from the Dart·
mouth House. 10/S
GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder Fac·
tory I II Cornell SE. 10/6

EMPLOYMENT

Mondays Puzzle Solved:

MOM

HEART

ABBOT

45 Picked out
I V E 0 WN E R S A L L E
4 7 Runs
REDOLENCE
SLADE
1 Philatelist's
aground
T
R
A
I
T
I ARE
E
SS
interest
5.1 Required to
HAL L I GL UT S I AP E S
6 ·--leave
E A R I I 0 UI S HA M
Benedict
52 Kind of
CHARGEITANKIETA
10 Spanish
press
L E S 5 0 N S I D R E A ME R
artist
54 Business
R T I GAT 5 I I NT E NT
14 Western
establishments A
P
0
R T I D A MI 5 0 T
movie:
58 FiJI chestnu I
S N 0 WI E R A S E I I 5 L E
Slang
59 Grain
DIP
TRAIARMED
15 Small pie
spikes
ATONE
ITCHWEEDS
16 Butter
61 -----Sea
COMET
NEROL• AGE
substitute: 62 Stared at
TRESS
GREYS
REL
Informal.
63 Indulges in
17 Mental
a winter
9 Long narrow 37 Repulsive
condition
sport
pennant
person
18 Of wings
64 Japanese
10 Made
39 The very
19 Where
religion:
thoroughly
best: Slang
Jasper is:
Var.
wet
40 British
Abbr.
65 --·- -8:
11 Actress
Columbia
20 Moslem
Weather
Vera----capital
household
satellite
Situated
42
Pressing
12
·areas
66 ----a -tete:
behind:
need
22 Orators
In privacy
P~fix
43 Bridge
24 Live wildly 67 Bet
13Heatand
maker
26 Poor person
accepter
brown
44 Where
27 Tree-lined
bread
Alberta is
walks
DOWN
21
Turf
46
Bandleader
31 Prefix with
1 Drunk
23 Eager
---Brown
west and
person:
25
Small
drum
47
Drinking
way
Slang•
27 Venomous
bout
32 Of the sun
2 "So long"
snakes
48
Salvers
33 Uncovered
3 ----of
49 Formal
35 Fixed by
roses: Var. 28 "Damn
Yankees"
practices
agre~ment
4 Utility
girl
50 Scaly legless
36 Proposed
company
29 Choice
reptile
project
employee
marble:
53 Pluck:
39 "That will-5 First in
Var.
informal
---now"
status
30
Siron
gboxes
55
Hockey
40 Forbid .
6 Greek letter
surface
34 Wars 0 I th e 56 Ferrara
authontatlvely7 Females:
Informal
41 State
ducal name
57 Toots ----:
42 Mer,c~andise 8 Ending with 35 Religious·
group
N.Y.
·43JudiCI8:1
photoor
ersonalily
36 Small:
asserhons
tele
60 irection:
Suffix
44 Vessel
Abbr.
ACROSS

TOTE GOTE MOUNTAIN scooter $150.0Q.. Good
Condition. 877-1745. 10/ll

Presbyterian. 842-8300,

MISCELLANEOUS

TDDAY'S· CBDSSWDitD PUZZLE

GRINDER POCKETS ARE here at the Grinder FactorS' I I I Cornell SE. 1016
"
.

71 CRICKET, 31 MPO, 124 Stanford,

8.

8

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part·time employees for
day work. Also, have positions for Friday and Saturday nights. Apply in person only. No phone calls
please. Save Way Liquor Store 5704 Lomas NE.
10/6
GETTING KICKED AROUND by economic problems? If you want to make your own breaks, call
for an interview. 255-1353 5-7 p.m. 10/5

;.. Macho-Nazi Goes Solo
(Continued from page 6)

band, while competent, cries for Roxy's brand of
hard-rock treatment. The cutting edge is dulled. Brian
may turn out to need Roxy as much as Roxy needs
him. In defining Roxy's sound, he may have also
defined the context in which he is most effective.
The album ends with one of the best tunes on it.
"Heart on My Sleeve" finds a side of Ferry never
before displayed on record. He actually sounds ten-

der, the olC:I closet Nazi. Usually the only thing Ferry'
wears on his sleeve is epaulets.
In total, if you like Roxy and Ferry, you'lllike this
one. If you like Ringo Starr, you won't like this one.
The band misses some of the punch that the Roxy
boys deliver, but what the hell. Bands like Roxy Music
only come along about every 10 years, and I'll be
damned if I'll wait that long to be en~ertained.

Laba Want Ads Da The Trick

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
••. <lill':.o- .................. ~- ···~- ....

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times -9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance.

Want Ads say it
in a ~ig WayU

Please place thE! following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sole; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To

U NM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed$

Placed by

.I

